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Chapter 3 

 

Heroines in a Time of War: Nelvana of the Northern Lights and Wonder 

Woman as Symbols of the United States and Canada 

 

 

 
Scores of superheroes emerged in comic books just in time to defend the United States and Canada from the evil 

machinations of super-villains, Hitler, Mussolini, and other World War II era enemies. By 1941, War Nurse Pat Parker, 

Miss America, Pat Patriot, and Miss Victory were but a few of the patriotic female characters who had appeared in comics 

to fight villains and promote the war effort. These characters had all but disappeared by 1946, a testament to their limited 

wartime relevance. Though Nelvana of the Northern Lights (hereafter “Nelvana”) and Wonder Woman first appeared 

alongside the others in 1941, they have proven to be more enduring superheroes than their crime-fighting colleagues. In 

particular, Nelvana was one of five comic book characters depicted in the 1995 Canada Post Comic Book Stamp 

Collection, and Wonder Woman was one of ten DC Comics superheroes featured in the 2006 United States Postal Service 

(USPS) Commemorative Stamp Series. The uniquely enduring iconic statuses of Nelvana and Wonder Woman result from 

their adventures and character development in the context of World War II and the political, social, and cultural climates in 

their respective English-speaking areas of North America. Through a comparative analysis of Wonder Woman and 

Nelvana, two of their 1942 adventures, and their subsequent deployment through government-issued postage stamps, I will 

demonstrate how the two characters embody and reinforce what Michael Billig terms “banal nationalism” in their 

respective national contexts. 

 According to Bart Beaty, “superheroes serve to protect the national interest within superheroic narratives, but they also 

serve to illuminate national interests in the real world as iconic signs” (Beaty 2006, 428). Wonder Woman and Nelvana 

have both been deployed as icons and emblems of the national identity for the United States and Canada, respectively. In 

1995, Nelvana was simultaneously commemorated and employed as a national icon in Canada 1995: The Collection of 

1995 Stamps, which claims: 
 

[B]etween the covers of Canada [19]95, you will discover forces that have shaped Canadian culture and the ways in which 

we, as Canadians, have shaped the world around us. The journey will [...] lead you to the remote reaches of the Arctic, 

where people thrive in a land of ice and snow. [Y]ou will share a unique view of the Canadian imagination, through... the 

escapades of its comic-book heroes. We invite you to explore Canada 95 and, through it, our vision of this country and its 

people. (Waddell 1995, 4) 

 

Alongside Nelvana, the comic book stamp series includes the characters Johnny Canuck, Captain Canuck, Fleur de Lys, 

and Superman. Nelvana's inclusion in this “collection of tiny masterpieces” and her highly touted appearance as the first 

truly Canadian superhero in the 1992 Library and Archives Canada exhibit “Guardians of the North” emphasize her role as 

an historical Canadian hero and cultural icon. Other scholars have considered the nationalist implications of Captain 

Canuck, and Nelvana merits similar contextualization and consideration (Edwardson 2003; Beaty 2006; Dittmer & Larsen 

2007). 
 In 2006, Wonder Woman was featured in the USPS Commemorative Stamp Program, a series that covered “a wide 

range of diverse American icons,” according to Postmaster General John E. Potter (USPS 2005). Wonder Woman appears 

alongside Batman, Plastic Man, Green Lantern, The Flash, Aquaman, Hawkman, Supergirl, Green Arrow, and the same 

Superman represented in the Canadian stamp series. In a press release, Wonder Woman is credited as “a worldwide 

ambassador of peace,” “an iconic inspiration for countless women since her debut,” and “the most recognizable female 

character in comics... a figure of strength, beauty and courage” (USPS 2005, emphasis added). Similarly, Mitra C. Emad 

refers to Wonder Woman as “an icon of the nation” (Emad 2006, 982, emphasis added). The character is also an emblem of 

feminism, appearing on the cover of the inaugural issue of Ms. Magazine in 1972. A hard-working immigrant who 

surrenders her immortality to become American, Wonder Woman has attained an iconic status in American culture and 

widespread popularity as an emblem for items like t-shirts, address books, and lunch boxes. Her prevalence in American 

culture is mirrored by her relevance to American media studies, reinforced by the extensive scholarship available on her 

exploits, costumes, and enemies. The themes of sexuality, bondage, Americanization, immigration, religion, feminism, and 

nationalism in Wonder Woman are well-documented in comic book research. Because Wonder Woman is a far more 

ubiquitous character than Nelvana, my contextualization of the former will be more limited. As Dittmer and Larsen argue, 

“while Canadians are routinely polled as some of the most patriotic citizens in the world, this is a 'soft' nationalism often 

used to differentiate Canada from the perceived aggressiveness and boorishness of American nationalism” (Dittmer & 

Larsen 2010, 127). I will compare Nelvana—a representation of the supposedly benevolent, collectivist Canadian 

constitutional precepts of peace, order, and good government—with Wonder Woman—an embodiment of the American 
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principles of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness—to challenge and complicate these meta-narratives. Furthermore, the 

celebration of these superheros from the World War II era exemplifies the larger process of commemoration and 

forgetfulness so essential to nation-building, as well as the implications of gender in representations of the nation. 
 Nelvana, referred to in one storyline as “dis Arctic girl” by none other than Adolf Hitler, arose from a unique 

confluence of wartime restrictions and collaboration among Canadian artists. The Canadian comic book industry emerged 

during World War II, largely due to the War Exchange Conservation Act of 1940. The Act limited the importation of non-

essential items—including comic books and other fictional periodicals—from the United States because of a trade deficit 

with the then-neutral nation. The Act was in force for the duration of World War II, which allowed for the development of a 

Canadian comic book market and industry. The period from 1941 to 1946 is often referred to as the “Golden Age of 

Canadian Comics.” This designation—bestowed by researchers and self-declared comic book aficionados like John Bell, 

Michael Hirsh, and Patrick Loubert—is not always considered legitimate. Canadian author Mordecai Richler recounted his 

negative personal experience of the “Golden Age:” 
 

The last time we were asked to make do with Canadian comics was during the war years when in order to protect our balance 

of payments the government stopped the import of American comic books. The Canadian comic books hastily published to 

fill the gap were simply awful. We wouldn’t have them. (Richler 1978, 126) 

 

The small Canadian comic book market dictated a limited budget for color print runs, so the adventures of Canadian 

superheroes of the time took place in lower quality black and white publications. However, despite Richler’s recollection of 

the inferiority of their comic books, Canadian publishers like Anglo-American, Maple Leaf, and Bell Features were 

successful enough during this period to encourage competitors. The World War II era was also the “Golden Age” for 

American comic books, signaled by the dozens of new publishers, creators, and now canonical superheroes that emerged 

during the time. 
Within these so-called Golden Ages, the eponymous protagonists in Nelvana of the Northern Lights (hereafter Nelvana) 

and Wonder Woman fit Peter Coogan’s definition of a superhero; both are selfless characters with a pro-social mission, 

extraordinary abilities, a codename, a costume, and dual identities (Coogan 2009). As Emad argues, “Wonder Woman... 

resorts to trickery and covert action to protect the discrete realms of national interests and feminine submissiveness” (Emad 

2006, 965). As Diana Prince, Wonder Woman wears the skirted uniform of a nurse and military intelligence secretary, 

complete with Clark Kent-esque glasses. Similarly, as her alter ego Alana North, adopted late in the series, Nelvana joins 

the police department of Nortonville, Ontario, as a bespectacled, skirted secretary. Both take on submissive, feminine roles 

in 1940s society, concealing their crime-fighting personas with the (r)use of the feminine occupational attire. 
Wonder Woman and Nelvana both adopt the conventions of the “white queen” tradition credited to Henry Rider 

Haggard. His 1886 book, She: A History of Adventure, starred Ayesha, a powerful, immortal white queen who presided 

over the inhabitants of a remote jungle. As female characters with names (or code names) ending in the letter “a,” Nelvana 

and Wonder Woman continue a longstanding tradition of embodying the nation as a feminized figure, not unlike the 

designation America (rather than Amerigo) on maps or Miss Canada or Mother Britannia in political cartoons. As strong, 

attractive, white female superheroes, they repeatedly save their love interests and endeavor to maintain the status quo by 

fighting villains, thereby continuing the scantily-clad legacy of their varied comic book predecessors. Both characters share 

similar other-worldly settings for their adventures, including outer space and a land below the North Pole. They battle 

similar opponents, including wild animals, power-crazed women, evil scientists, and super-villainous men. Both characters 

started in other titles and gained their own comic books due to their popularity. Wonder Woman and Nelvana both sport 

tiaras over their long dark hair, as well as skin-tight costumes, and turn heads with their costumes when they arrive in 

Washington, D.C. and Nortonville, respectively. 

 Despite the generic similarities of the two peace-keeping demi-goddesses, there are telling differences between their 

costumes that reflect their national contexts. Nelvana, immortal protector of the people of the North, was written and drawn 

by Adrian Dingle from August 1941 to May 1947, just after the War Exchange Conservation Act was revoked. Dingle 

credited the inspiration for Nelvana to fellow artist Frank Johnston, who related an Inuit myth to Dingle about an ancient, 

gruesome woman with magical powers. As a comic book character, Nelvana became a far more patriotic and marketable 

entity than the character in the original story, as Dingle explained in an interview: 
 

I changed her a bit. Did what I could with long hair and mini-skirts. And tried to make her an attractive-looking woman. … Then we 

had to bring her up to date and put her into the war effort. And, of course, everything had to be very patriotic, didn’t it…? (Sim 2004, 

31) 

 

Dingle deliberately transformed Nelvana into a young, slender, sexy heroine who retained her Arctic connection to the 

power of the Northern Lights and gained a patriotic mandate. Nelvana’s Arctic connotations and roots in Inuit mythology 

established her as a Canadian national superhero.  
 Nelvana wears a feathered headband, cape, gloves, and a long-sleeved, fur-lined mini-dress, combining northern flair 

with sexual appeal. She comfortably endures the cold northern climate in her short, skin-tight dress. Upon her arrival in 

Nortonville, a local police officer rebukes her for her attire, saying, “But lady, that’s hardly the apparel f’r early spring!” 
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Endurance of the elements, survival in the face of supposedly endless winter, and general “northern-ness” are considered 

particularly Canadian tropes (Keohane 1997). As Daniel Francis elaborates: 
 

To a Canadian, North is more than a point on the compass. It is a region, a territory, a vast intimidating part of the 

country somewhere beyond easy comfort. Officially, the North extends from the 60th parallel of latitude all the way 

to the Pole: the Yukon, the Northwest Territories, Nunavut, the Arctic archipelago. Unofficially, it occupies our 

imagination, filling it with dreams of high adventure and fabulous wealth. To a Canadian, North is an idea, not a 

location; a myth, a promise, a destiny. (Francis 1997, 152, emphasis added) 

 

Through her costume, adventures, and endurance, Nelvana becomes a personification of the North and Canada’s “first 

national superhero” (Bell 2006, 60). Furthermore, as Sherrill Grace argues, “postage stamps celebrating northern comic-

book heroes of the 1940s like Nelvana of the Northern Lights… serve to keep the North at the forefront of regional and 

national imagination and consciousness” (Grace 2002, 74 emphasis in original). Nelvana at once embodies and reinforces 

the tropes of survival, endurance, and “northern-ness” as particularly Canadian. 
On the other hand, Wonder Woman wears a red sleeveless top, a blue mini-skirt with white stars, and a headband 

adorned with a star. Upon her arrival in the tellingly labeled “man's world,” Wonder Woman's attire sparks responses not 

entirely unlike the Nortonville police officer's comments to Nelvana: 
 

Caption: “And now as people begin to throng the streets they are no little amazed to see the scantily clad girl walking about so 

unconcerned….” 

Woman: “The hussy! She has no clothes on!” 

 

Wonder Woman's costume is at once a nod to the American flag and the attire of a liberated woman unencumbered by 

skirts, an idealized version of the vaunted American tradition of individual rights and freedoms. One of the ironies of 

Canadian nationalism is their adamant opposition to American patriotism in the form of flag-waving (or, in Wonder 

Woman's case, flag-wearing), despite the prevalence of maple leaf flags on their backpacks. Canada’s maple leaf flag was 

not adopted until 1965, which explains the shortage of red and white in Nelvana’s costume and serves as a reminder of 

Canada’s “peaceful”—and certainly not revolutionary (read: American)—growth as a member of the British 

Commonwealth. 
Further emphasizing American independence, Wonder Woman must deceive her mother and win a competition to 

become ambassador to the United States from her home, Paradise Island. Wonder Woman often works alone, only calling 

on her Holliday College sorority sisters when she is in a serious bind. Her superior strength and abilities are rooted in the 

blessings of Aphrodite and other Greek goddesses, but she hones her intelligence and athletic prowess through exercise, 

training, drills, competition, and games. Gloria Steinem celebrates Wonder Woman as a role model for readers: 
 

Wonder Woman… had come to her many and amazing powers naturally. Together with her Amazon sisters, she had been trained in 

them from infancy and perfected them in Greek-style contests of dexterity, strength, and speed. The lesson was that each of us might 

have unknown powers within us, if we only believed and practiced them. (Steinem 1995, 7 quoted in Emad 2006, 966) 

 

Though her competitive attitude lands her in several tricky situations, Wonder Woman is able to escape through sheer force 

of will or with the assistance of Etta Candy and her other girlfriends. Steve Trevor praises Wonder Woman for saving him 

and for solving the many war time problems that the Army encounters from the villainous Mars and his manipulated 

domestic spies. 
 Meanwhile, in Nelvana of the Northern Lights in the Strange Frozen World of Glacia, Nelvana's father, Koliak, King of 

the Northern Lights, sends her to the frozen land of the Glacians. While there, Nelvana helps the Galcians to fight their 

enemies, the Mammoth Men. The Glacians are impressed by her many powers, but she credits her father for allowing her to 

fly, granting her the speed of a lightning bolt, empowering her with forceful rays of light, protecting her from danger, and 

making her invisible with his powerful magic derived from the northern lights. Wonder Woman’s efforts to improve 

through exercise and defiance of her mother stand as a testament to her individualism, which contrasts with Nelvana’s 

deferential attitude to her father. This attitude is mirrored by military policy; Canada joined England in declaring war 

against Germany in September 1939, whereas the United States declared war after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in 

December 1941. Nelvana’s deference to a higher authority reflects a broader trope of Canadian reticence. 
 Complicating this supposed Canadian deference and reticence is Nelvana’s complicity in murdering several characters 

during her comic book adventures. Nelvana and one of her love interests, Prince Targa, kill many of their enemies, 

including Mammoth Men, several evil assistants of Vultor the Villainous, and—nearly—Vultor himself. (Nelvana sends 

Vultor plummeting from the sky when she shuts off his flying belt, but he survives to wreak havoc another day.) Nelvana 

protects the safety of the many peaceful subjects of the underground world of Glacia by eliminating the few villains who 

are causing problems for the community. Her actions can be explained by Northrop Frye’s “garrison mentality,” a common 

trope in Canadian literature that explains how Canadians must band together against the cold and those who disrupt the 

status quo will be ostracized or harshly punished (Frye 1965). Her behavior may also provide validation for the Canadian 

forces defending the British monarchy and the Commonwealth against the Axis villains disrupting Canadian society during 
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World War II. However, enshrining this murderous character as an emblem of the nation in the 1995 stamp series 

complicates the rhetoric of Canadian peace-keeping. Further complicating her embodiment of the mythical, pure, virginal 

north, Nelvana has multiple love interests and shares a kiss with Prince Targa, while Wonder Woman and Steve Trevor 

maintain a chaste, platonic relationship throughout the 1940s. 
 In Nelvana's final adventure, “Nelvana and the Death-Dealing ‘Double,’” the criminal Chicago Sade commits suicide in 

front of Nelvana (in the 1947 compendium Amazing Adventures in the Life of Nelvana of the Northern Lights”). Nelvana 

muses, “A fitting end for a murderess who exploited my loyal Eskimo people!” Nelvana's black and white adventures 

ended with her black-and-white assessment of a good-and-evil situation. She ensures peace and order for the people of the 

community, regardless of the cost (of life) to an individual criminal. Furthermore, by referring to the Inuit as “my loyal 

Eskimo people,” Nelvana expresses the paternalism of the Canadian government, which was issuing identification discs to 

Inuit communities through the north during the 1940s. Nelvana’s northern origin and predominately northern adventures 

speak to the Canadian fixation with the North. Within the construct of nordicity, the Indigenous inhabitants of the North are 

either ignored or romanticized. As Amelia Kalant argues: 
 

While nordicity acts as the essential dividing line between Canada/US and as the origin for a Canada that is both French and English, 

it ironically removes the ontological core of Canada from all settler Canadian knowledge. The north (and therefore nativeness, 

associated with ‘the north’) exceeds imagination. (Kalant 2004, 33) 

 

As an English-language comic book superhero whose northern adventures were available to Anglo-Canadian audiences, 

Nelvana is a manifestation of the tensions of the Canadian nation-building myth of nordicity. Furthermore, as Dittmer and 

Larsen note: 
 

The character of Nelvana of the Northern Lights herself embodies and constitutes both the categories of a colonial, white South, a 

colonized, [A]boriginal Arctic North, and the Canada that purports to unite them. It is notable that Dingle felt that the powerful Inuit 

mythology of Nelvana needed to be whitened in order to fit the genre conventions. (Dittmer & Larsen 2010, 122) 

 

Moreover, based on the paternalistic rhetoric in Nelvana's last appearance, her uncritical redeployment as an emblem of the 

Canadian nation on a postage stamp further reinscribes a tokenistic and paternalistic attitude toward the “Canadian North” 

and its inhabitants. 
 In contrast to Nelvana’s murderous tendencies, Wonder Woman only incapacitates, restrains, and rehabiliatates her 

enemies during the 1940s. As Steinem writes: 
 

This was an Amazon super-hero who never killed her enemies. Instead, she converted them to a belief in equality and peace, to self 

reliance and respect for the rights of others. If villains destroyed themselves, it was through their own actions or some unbloody 

accident. (Steinem 1995, 9 quoted in Emad 2006, 966) 

 

Wonder Woman shows faith in the ability of the individual to overcome criminal tendencies. She blames the crimes of most 

of her foes on confusion, coercion, or brainwashing. Her narrative credits Mars, the god of war, as the one who “inspired 

Mussolini to resurrect the Roman Empire by enslaving helpless Ethiopians, urged Hitler to wield his iron yoke on the 

bowed necks of Europe’s imprisoned peoples and persuaded Hirohito to torture into submission the uncounted millions of 

Asia.” Her rhetoric implies that no one in their right minds would behave in such a manner, and that possessed or 

brainwashed citizens need to be freed from the shackles of their oppression by someone whose mind is clear and whose 

motivation is the liberation of others. This speaks to some of the prevailing opinions behind American involvement in 

World War II. Prior to the attack on Pearl Harbor, many Americans were opposed to fighting in what was seen as Europe’s 

war. After the attack, propaganda of the time called for each individual citizen to do their part to liberate others across the 

globe, while simultaneously interning Japanese-Americans. In their costumes and their actions, Nelvana and Wonder 

Woman embody and represent the supposed “virtues and values” of their societies (Coogan 2009). Canada has since 

abolished the death penalty, so it would be speculative to consider what type of punishment for criminals Nelvana's 

contemporary adventures would involve. 
Nelvana’s role as a northern goddess reflects the widespread Canadian fascination with the North while her actions 

simultaneously expose the contradictions inherent to the myth of Canada as “The True North Strong and Free” (Berger 

1966). According to Grace: 
 

[Nelvana] was Canada’s most complex, even ‘indigenous’ guardian of the North, a North that she... embodied and represented. […] 

North is an idea or a phenomenon that Canadians live with; it exists in and evolves over time.... North... is fundamental to who we 

are, to that ‘imagined community’ of Canada, with all its contradictions, failures, compromises, and successes. (Grace 2002, 12, 21-

23, emphasis removed from original) 

 

The North has been, and continues to be, constructed by artists, politicians, and scholars like Grace as a crucial, 

“fundamental” aspect of “Canadian-ness” for nation-building and sundry purposes. Nelvana developed along with the 
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Canadian public’s fascination with and the government’s growing interest in the North. The landscape paintings of the 

nationalist Group of Seven and the popularity of Robert Flaherty’s 1922 film Nanook of the North are just some of the 

manifestations of Canadian interest in the North. Since the early twentieth century, government policies have promoted 

immigration to Canada from other northern regions and, as oil drilling and mining operations have brought greater attention 

to the northern part of Canada, artists and scientists have gained access to the region for creative and political pursuits 

(Dickerson 1992). Nationalists have used the trope of the “northern character” as part of the Canadian national identity, and 

this period continued the incorporation of the North with the Canadian psyche (Morton 1965). 
During the same period of Nelvana’s antics in the Arctic, another iconic female superhero was fighting otherworldly 

Axis allies. Created and written by William Moulton Marston from December 1941 until his death in 1947, Wonder 

Woman was illustrated by H. G. Peters (with the exception of two issues). Peters was a professional cartoonist, and 

Marston was a psychiatrist who invented the polygraph and seems to have had an affinity for bondage, as “Wonder Woman 

is forever being tied up, bound with ropes and chains, and tortured” (Emad 2006, 981). Marston justified his character in 

various interviews, stating: 
 

Wonder Woman is psychological propaganda for the new type of woman who should, I believe, rule the world. There isn’t enough 

love in the male organism to run this planet peacefully. Woman’s body contains twice as many love generating organs and endocrine 

mechanisms as the male. (Daniels 2001, 26) 

 

In her patriotic costume, Wonder Woman reformed criminals using her lasso of truth, which was inspired by Marston’s 

polygraph. Her enemies included the god of war, Gestapo agents, Axis spies, evil scientists, and Nazi kidnappers. In one 

story, Benito Mussolini calls her “a glorious creature.” Like the incorporation of Hitler into Nelvana's stories, this 

demonstrates how both characters were closely tied to the context of World War II. 
 Based on their unique personal experiences, economic restrictions, and motivations for storytelling, Dingle and the 

creative team of Marston and Peters developed two tellingly different characters. Dingle was an experienced artist and 

illustrator before beginning work on Nelvana. To differentiate his characters from the black and white Canadian imitations 

of Superman (such as the short-lived Ironman, not to be confused with the later Tony Stark version), Dingle sought out 

uniquely Canadian content and used his own style of storytelling. Though his black and white print was an economic 

necessity, Dingle’s skillful artistry makes the words and images in Nelvana appear thoughtfully intertwined. Rather than 

following a linear panel layout, Dingle crafts the shape of each panel to echo his narrative. For example, when Nelvana is 

looking up through a hole in the ice at the pole star, she is in a circular panel. When she is falling through a crevice in the 

ice, she falls from the top of the page to the bottom of the page, disrupting a linear panel layout. When Nelvana hears a 

“ROAR!,” the word is drawn so that it appears to reverberate off of the surrounding ice. Dingle draws paths through the 

city under the ice that follow the thread of the narrative. His work was fairly successful; Bell Features, publisher of Nelvana 

of the Northern Lights, boasted sales of more than 100,000 comics a week by 1943 (Bell 2006). 
In the United States, approximately fifteen million copies of comic books were being sold each month by 1942 (Gordon 

1998). Wonder Woman reached a peak circulation of two and half million in 1942. With the advantage of a larger American 

audience for distribution and, therefore, greater revenues for production, Wonder Woman comic books were published in 

color. The linear left to right, top to bottom, square panel page layout for telling Wonder Woman’s adventures was rarely 

altered during this period. The primary colors and linear format in Wonder Woman inform the narrative. In contrast to 

Dingle’s meticulously shaded “ROAR!,” Peters lets the colors shown in the panel behind the “BOOM” of an explosion do 

the work that Dingle does with shading. These stylistic differences are reflected in the storytelling differences between 

Nelvana and Wonder Woman. When her friends are being tortured by the villainous Cheetah, Peters shows a full panel of 

Wonder Woman’s sidekick, Etta Candy, bound up on an electrocution device. Such visions of torture and bondage are 

highly visible in the Wonder Woman comics, but Dingle’s approach in Nelvana is more subtle. When Vultor the Villainous 

is torturing King Rano of the Glacians, Dingle uses verbal cues to indicate what is taking place off panel, and shows only 

one chain to hint at King Rano’s confinement. 
 In the “Strange Frozen World of Glacia,” Nelvana visits the lost world of Glacia, whose inhabitants seem to have 

discovered the secret of immortality. There she meets (and saves) her love interest Prince Targa, fights an evil scientist 

named Vultor, uses a Might Ray to repel attacking Mammoth Men, becomes invisible, transforms herself into dry ice, and 

shows the residents of Glacia all of the horrors of the contemporary world through their Space-O-Graph. In her adventures, 

Dingle acknowledges wartime concerns about northern sovereignty by showing Axis villains attempting to invade and 

sabotage the North (as well as post-war concerns about American cultural invasion, manifested by the profiteering Chicago 

Sade). As Dittmer and Larsen explain: 
 

The North is internal Other: at once a subordinate, anti-modern region whose resources must be protected from geopolitical threats, it 

also is a powerful and mysterious space that defines what it means to be (Anglo-)Canadian. Indigeneity is conflated with North in 

this internal Orient: both are raw, strange, and unpredictable.... As is most readily evident in the Nelvana character, the superhero 

extends dominion over this space by acting on behalf of the colonial south as an intermediary to the autochthonous inhabitants and 

by securing the region and its resources from outsiders. (Dittmer & Larsen 2010, 127) 
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Nelvana used her supernatural powers to fight aliens and super-villains in the Canadian north. Her role as a northern 

goddess reinforces the theme of Canadian northern-ness in the face of American interventions in the Canadian north, such 

as the construction of the Alcan Highway—a process that Nelvana protects and enables. 
In “Wonder Woman Fights Mammotha and Mars,” Mars, the god of war, and his cronies, the Earl of Greed, the Duke of 

Deception, and the Count of Conquest, are credited with causing World War II. Conquest possesses the body of 

Mammotha, an eight foot tall giant, with the aim of enticing Wonder Woman to a wrestling match to be captured. Wonder 

Woman, sensing danger, accepts an invitation to the match, because “I want to see if Mammotha is stronger than I am!” At 

Mammotha’s match, Conquest (as Mammotha) opens the floor to all fighters and reveals his nefarious plot: “Wonder 

Woman cannot resist my challenge – she longs to conquer everyone at games!” Wonder Woman rises to the occasion, 

thinking: “I can beat him – I’ll show Mammotha what an Amazon girl can do!” After thinking, “I’m probably a fool to do 

this,” Wonder Woman enters the boxing ring and defeats Mammotha to the crowd’s cheers. Aside from foreshadowing, 

Wonder Woman’s thought bubbles show her exercising her ability to think freely and make choices for herself. This stands 

in stark contrast to the brainwashed women enslaved by Mars, and the “puppet leaders” (Mussolini, Hitler, and Hirohito) 

whose minds are controlled by Mars. Wonder Woman exercises her freedom of thought and liberty of movement to engage 

in an act of hubris. While attempting to collect her prize for winning, Wonder Woman is electrocuted and paralyzed. Steve 

Trevor is also captured, and both hostages are chained and taken to Mars (the god of war) on Mars (the planet). Wonder 

Woman’s downfall is caused by her own actions, which she recognizes, noting, “I cannot break these chains! I – I’m being 

punished for stupidity.” By taking ownership of her actions, she again exercises her fundamental freedom of thought and 

self-reflection. 
Despite her shackles, Wonder Woman continues to defy Mars from her prison cell, and uses her free mind to 

telepathically communicate with her sorority girlfriends. With the help of Etta Candy, Wonder Woman escapes from her 

shackles to fight the merciless Mars. Using her mighty strength, she saves Steve Trevor from his shirtless enslavement 

(whereupon he gleefully exclaims “Great Statue of Liberty!”). She throws Mars into his own explosives and the 

protagonists return safely to Earth. The final panel of the story shows the United States Capitol Building in the window, 

with Steve Trevor in the foreground asking Wonder Woman to stay with him. She declines, stating: “Mars’s agents must be 

driven from Earth and after that job is done there is still the task of giving new leadership to all those who followed the 

puppets of Mars…. There’s still a long, hard fight ahead!” Her concluding remarks reinforce the patriotic message of 

liberty and American independence. 
Just as Wonder Woman’s enemy Mars controls the minds of his slaves, minions, and Axis pawns, Nelvana’s enemy 

Vultor the Villainous uses hypnotism to control the minds of the Mammoth Men and turn them towards violence. Like 

Mars, Vultor surrounds himself with enslaved women and takes pleasure in inciting destructive, evil acts. Nelvana declares 

that “no one in their right mind” would act as Vultor does, and he must be “possessed of a million devils.” While the 

character Vultor is a dictator, King Rano of Glacia is a kindly ruler who guides his people well and wisely, and nobly 

protects the secret of undying life in the face of torture. In her actions and her words, Nelvana upholds the monarchy of 

King Rano and reinforces her father Koliak’s position as a deity and authority in the north. In the same way, the Canadian 

military at the time was serving King George, using force as necessary to uphold a goodly Allied ruler against Axis 

dictators. Nelvana serves as an emblem of the Canadian nation as Koliak’s daughter and as a representative of the northern-

ness so prized in Canadian nationalist rhetoric. 
The 1940s provided a socially, culturally, and historically rich context for the development of superhero comic books. 

Patriotic sentiments were in vogue in Canada and the United States, and Nelvana and Wonder Woman joined the ranks of 

superheroes and Allied citizens in the fight against the Axis powers. Richler explains the popularity of comic books during 

World War II: 
 

The [superheroes] were invulnerable, all-conquering, whereas we were puny, miserable, and defeated. They were also 

infinitely more reliable than real-life champions... The Nazi Rats cold bypass the Maginot Line, and the Yellow-Belly Japs 

could take Singapore, but neither dared mix it up with Captain America. (Richler 1978, 128) 

 

After World War II, the Axis threat—in comic books and otherwise—diminished, and glossy, four-color American comic 

books returned to the Canadian market, restoring American hegemony in the comic book industry. Nelvana and Wonder 

Woman are unique manifestations of the emergent superhero genre that was popular in the early 1940s. Both have a legacy 

that carries on to the present day. Wonder Woman remains in publication through DC Comics. The contemporary animation 

company Nelvana Ltd. is the namesake of the Canadian superhero, and Nelvana will be featured in an upcoming 

documentary about Canadian superheroes. Furthermore, Nelvana ostensibly lives on in the pages of the comic book Alpha 

Flight as Nelvanna, the mother of Snowbird. 
As their adventures in Glacia and on Mars exemplify, Nelvana and Wonder Woman subvert male dominance in the 

superhero genre and reify Allied superiority as part of the dominant social discourse from which they arise. Nelvana 

embodies the nationalist discourse associated with Canadian northern-ness and allegorically represents the Canadian state 

through her obedience to authority and her affinity for helping others, while Wonder Woman reflects the motif of the 

hardworking immigrant and symbolizes the individualism so prized by Americans. The actions of Nelvana and Wonder 
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Woman bespeak the diplomatic differences between the United States and Canada, with Nelvana serving as an emblem of 

the cooperative nature of Canadian military strategies during World War II, while Wonder Woman embodies the pursuit of 

independence and personal excellence. This contextualization of the adventures of Nelvana and Wonder Woman within the 

emerging superhero genre, the developing comic book industry, the charged political atmosphere of World War II, and the 

changing international identities during the era reveals the convoluted path of these characters to their roles as public 

heroes. As ethnically, sexually, and nationalistically charged icons, Wonder Woman and Nelvana provide popular culture 

reference points for the manifestation of tensions inherent in North American society, as well as global political situations, 

cultural movements, and economic circumstances. 
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